Student Achievement Metrics

Job Placement Rates

Annual job placement rate for graduates is another of Baptist University’s student achievement metrics. Figure 2 shows the five-year trend, with each cohort exceeding the threshold of acceptability of 80% and often exceeding the goal of 95%. Most recently, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness was able to gather employment data on 151 of the 191 BHSU graduates from academic year 2021-2022; of those reporting 96% had accepted a job or enrolled in graduate school in a field related to their academic program of study within one year of graduation.

Notes: 231 students graduated fall 2018 thru summer 2019. The institution collected job placement data on 211 of those students. Another 213 students graduated fall 2019 thru summer 2020. The institution collected job placement data on 200 of those students. 174 students graduated fall 2020 thru summer 2021. The institution collected job placement data on 165 of those students. The table above shows what percentage of students were employed within one year of graduation by various demographic groupings. The University’s goal for job placement is 95%, with a threshold of acceptability of 80%.